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GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION

The Old City of Ulqin is part of the nowadays municipality
of Ulqin, located in the southeastern part of Montenegro,
bordering city to Albania.

The Old City is positioned strategically since its genesis;
atop a sloppy coastal cliff rising up on the west side of the
small bay. It’s a peninsula surrounded on three sides by
sea, stretching almost ideally from north to south, where
only the northern part is connected to the ground.

This positioning played an important role for the Old City
throughout its historical development. Alongside multiple
naval connections through Adriatic and Mediterranean Sea,
the vicinity to Buna River, Shas Lake and Shkodra Lake
enabled it’s communication and trading through continental
trading routes as well. Besides other natural treasures, the
natural salt lagoon of 1500 ha just about 1km away, was
among the largest richness of this Old City.

Old City Area ca. 29 ha

Population: Albanians

KOSOVA



Section 1-1

Section 2-2

The Old Fortified City of Ulqin rises up to
61m above sea level and is developed in
harmony with the topography of the rock
on which it stands.

As the terrain determines, it has a sloping
structure stretching from the north to the
south direction sea (higher to lower), as
well from the middle

Structures and buildings are placed
perpendicularly to isohypses, which is an
important characteristic of the Illyrian
Architecture. It resembles as well with the
Old City of Tivar (old: Antivari), proving
that native residents of this region have
historically been building in interaction
with geomorphology of the lands. The
height of the buildings as well develops
harmoniously, enabling each-other free
façade and the sea view.

Old City formation genesis starts in
prehistoric period, inhabited in continuity
until nowadays.

FORMATION



Archaeological findings until now, testify the existence of dwelling center in the area

which extends over to the mature Bronze Age, as evidence of that time we have the so

called Shkodra axe.

As urbanized dwelling Centre we encounter the Old City of Ulqin during the Illyrian

Civilization and the formation of the first Illyrian Kingdoms (ca. 500 BC), when the

culmination of its urban development was reached. The layer of the Illyrian period forms

the base atop which the nowadays structures of the Old City of Ulqin stand. Evidence of

that historical period are the so-called Cyclopic walls which are visible on the base of the

northern fortification walls; both, on the outer and inner side of the wall, built with large

limestone blocks.

HISTORICAL LAYERS



Illyrians were known as very skilled

sailors, craftsmen and shipbuilders

who controlled much of the Adriatic

and Ionian Sea using their numerous

warships.

Illyrian ship:

Liburnia - Illyrian 

ship engraved in 

bronze coin from 

the Illyrian city of 

Daorson

Liburnia - Illyrian 

ship as a physical 

ship model made 

from Marisstella,

Split

Illyrian ship 

engraved in the 

bronze coin form 

the city of Shkodra, 

dating back in the 

period of the Illyrian 

King Gent. 

Liburnia - Illyrian 

ship engraved in 

the modern 

Albanian coin of 

20 lekë

TRADITION

● 16th century (1560s) - shipyard in Ulqin; involved small vessels of less than 80 tons.

● 1662 - according to Turkish traveler Evlia Celebia, despite the city’s garrison, about 700 Albanian frigate fighters

protected the city of Ulqin with 20 frigate ships located on the city shores.

● 17th century - according to A. Baldacci, Ulqin’s fleet had 500 sailing ships navigating throughout the Mediterranean

Sea, transporting mainly grain, salt, tobacco and wool. During this period, Ulqin had the shipyard where larger

(various tonnages) and faster sailing vessels were built such as galleons (alb. galeota), run by qualified and certified

captains.

● End of 19th century – Before Ulqin was given to new state of Montenegro, city had merchant fleet with almost 140

ships of 6-100 tons load capacity. Later the number lowered to around 100 ships after some sailors fled to Shkodra

(Albania). The ships were sailing afterwards under the Montenegrin flag but the whole crew and captains were

Albanians. A very famous shipmen of that period was Beduli, a trader and a seller, who had shares in all Ulqinian ship

companies. He moved to Shkodra and other shipmen followed him.

● 20th century – no shipyard, no ship construction, no craftsmanship! Shipbuilding tradition in Ulqin developed and

resisted up to 20th century.

Traces:
Drawings and engravings in Old City of Ulqin



The city recovers and gains big importance during the rule of the local arber family of

Balsha (Balsha Dynasty: Balsha I, Strazimir, Gjergj I, Balsha II, Gjergji II, Strazimiri II

and Balsha III) in XIV century; known as the ‘rulers of Arberia’.

With the help of other local rulers of northern Arberia, as well of Raguza and

Venecia, they raised the rule of their principality up to nowadays south of Albania,

Kosovo, Montenegro and the center of their principality was in Old City Ulqin. The

development of the city in this period was great, which is also determined by the

cutting of Ulqin's coins with the wolf motive (symbol inherited from the antiquity) and

the continuing of the Commune of Ulqin.

During this period, Ulqin is mentioned as a workplace of the well-known local stone

carvers Mikel, Gjergj and Radosh Gjoni (family name still present in Ulqin).

Social organization 
in the Old City:

The City Council 
The Grand Council
The Small Council
The Sworn Judges
The Councilors 
The Notary 

BALSHA FAMILY

Ground floor First floor Second floor

Information about the social 

structure dating in August 12, 

1369, from the documents signed 

by the Notary of Ulqin.

Balsha's Tower attached to the Citadel, Architectural Heritage from Balsha Dynasty period.



● Oppidum Civium Romanorum then Municipium during Roman Empire. After the seizure of Illyria, the

Roman Senate immediately proclaimed them as free people, to show that the Roman people will not bring

the slavery to the free people in Illyria

● Commune of Ulqin - a pact between the and the Republic of Venice on 20 June 1405 (Original in Latin) :

"(...) Also, their whole terrain, to be theirs, free according to their borders, which begin from Saint Shirgj of

Satuxa to Saint Illi and to Saint Vladimir and Saint Mary in the valley of Romane and under Bigas until Saint

Gjin and all silt of Zivrano up to the middle of Zalli's stone, as it appears from their maps(...)"

● 1406 - Ulqin sending its representatives to Venice to discuss about the position of their notary in Ulqin,

thus by explaining that it had been their old habit of having a notary for the city's needs who was paid from

their income and served for two goals, "to write us the letters and the city decisions according to our

customs" and "to teach literacy to our children“, because with the arrival of the venetians in Ulqin, the

position of the city notaries was diminished.

● Commune of Ulqin - Evidenced in the old agreement of Ulqin with Ragusa dated April 9, 1242.The

tradition of the autonomous Commune of Ulqin, which was recognized from Manuel Komneni continued by

creating a high level of organization for Ulqin, resulting in the issuance of the autonomous coin of the

Commune of Ulqin.

Ulqin coin from end of 14th Century

GOVERNING

● ● ●

Few traces:



Ulqin in year 1615
Published by Français 

Henri de Beauvau, in 

Relation journalière du 

voyage du Levant Nancy, 

1615 (Diary from the trip to 

Levant)

Ulqin in 1718
A detailed description of the fortress of the year 1718

was made by a Venetian marshal Shulemburg, who

was responsible for organizing the military expedition

and the attack of Ulqin (23 July to 11 August, 1718)

Ulqin in year 1573
Published by the Italian Simone 

Pinargenti in “Isole che son da 

Venetia nella Dalmatia et per tutto 

l’Arcipelago, fi no a Costantinopoli, 

con le loro Fortezze e con le terre 

piu notabili di Dalmatia”, Venice

1573.



Ulqin in 1925 - Aerial photography made from the Yugoslavian military forces

20TH CENTURY

Lost parts during end of 19th and 20th CenturySketch from 18th Century

● In 1880 under pressure of Great Forces and long resistance Ulqin was given to the new state of

Montenegro.

● Displacement of a lot of Albanian families (413 families, around 3000 inhabitants) after the conflicts

of the late 19th and first half of 20th century (Fall of Ottoman Empire, Balkan Wars, I and II World

War).

● Native Albanian population as homogeneous population in the Old City of Ulqin, continues so

remain unchangeable, despite extremely difficult living conditions and destructions they do not fully

abandon it.



●During First and Second World War - foreign researchers.

●1953 - deeper studies from former Yugoslavia researchers.

●1955-1958 - more extensive researches; an organized complete systematic, scientific

archaeological, urban, architectural and historical research, executed from the Archaeological

Institute, with the cooperation of the Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments of

Montenegro (in former Yugoslavia).

(1964 - International Charter For The Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites –

The Venice Charter. Ɖurđe Bosković took part as the representor of Yugoslavia in the work of the

Committee on drafting the Charter)

●1966-1971 – extended work from the Archaeological Institute, under the equal management of

Ɖurdje Bošković, Pavle Mijović and Mirko Kovačević. Based on previously collected rich

documentation and achieved results. A more precise urban planning and architectural recording

of the entire construction fund in Ulqin, with extended comprehensive analysis was completed.

●1977-1980 – additional archaeological excavations were executed under the leadership of Pavle

Mijović. Included on those studies: archaeological stratigraphy, all movable archaeological

material, epigraphic monuments, historically written sources, as well as studies on socio-political

events and the entire spiritual and cultural material found in this area.

RESEARCHES

● 1969 – Earthquake

● 1979 – Earthquake

● 1981 – Publication of the book ‘Ulcinj 1’ - which shows only the urban and architectural structures

of the Old City and it is the only source available and published which represents the state of Ulqin

prior to earthquake of 1979.

●1961 – Old City Ulqin was set under protection as a Cultural Heritage Asset of I Category

Protection status:



Citadel 

(alb. Shkalaja)

/ Upper part

Lower part

Surrounded by ramparts, although

today parts of the east and west

fortification walls do not exist anymore.

Today there are two main entrances,

one in the north and one in the south.

And a side entrance to the west. In the

past it is thought to have had other

entrances whose traces are difficult to

trace today, since the towers are not

anymore.

In the formation of the road network

the main impact was done the terrain

and the positioning of the northern and

southern entrances. Where are the two

main streets of the old city on two

sides on one side of the western side

the other site. The inner road network,

is based on the interconnection of the

housing blocks.

This network of roads from the

beginning of the 20th century to today

has not undergone any changes.

Based on the old age of houses it is

thought that this system of roads is

inherited unchanged much earlier, but

the most accurate analysis does not

exist.

Civilian settlement

URBAN ANALYSIS



OLD CITY OF ULQIN BEFORE 1979

Even though the book “Ulqin 1’ was published

in 1981, shows the state of the Old City before

the earthquake and is based on all

archeological researches undertaken since

mid-20th century. This analysis represents the

state of the Old City according to this

publication. The content analysis displayed

here are limited into grouping of units into fully

functional buildings (despite their respective

function; religious, housing, etc.) and building in

state of ruins.

From the group representing the ruins, a sub-

group, the Citadel & Illyrian ruins, was created

in order to show a more realistic view, since

those ruins are not housing units, and belong to

one archeological site.

In ‘Ulcinj 1’ we have a total number of 247

listed building units. Out of the total number of

the buildings evidenced in the fortress, only 25

belong to Citadel (No. 2, 2a, 2b, 4, 5, 5a, 6,

202-218) which are all ruins; 9 belong to the

Illyrian period (No. 219 - 227) also all ruins;

while the no. of other buildings as well in state

of a ruin is 142. The part of the buildings in full

functional condition (regardless of their

different functions) is 71.

Ruins in Citadel & Illyrian ruins: 34 - 13,76 %

Other ruins: 142 - 57,50%

Fully functional buildings: 71 - 28.74%

Citadel ruins & visible 

ruins from the Illyrian 

period



Devastating earthquake of year 1979 caused great

destructions. Only few houses survived the collapse.

According to the information provided by the inhabitants

themselves, only 10 houses did not collapse.

Ruins in Citadel & Illyrian ruins: 34 - 13,76 %

Other ruins: 203 - 82,20%

Fully functional buildings: 10 - 28.74%

EARTHQUAKE OF 1979



In year 2018, ca. 39 years after the earthquake, around 45 families are living in the Old 

City. There is an increasing tendency of the families who have properties in the Old City, 

to come back and rebuilt the houses of their ancestors.

Ruins in Citadel & Illyrian ruins: 34 - 13,76 %

Other ruins: 94 - 38,07%

Fully functional buildings: 119 - 48,17%

Comparison:

OLD CITY OF ULQIN IN 2017



Social organization (up to last decades): 
● matriarchal system of social organization since historically men were sailors and sometimes not returning home for years.

● division of responsibilities between women

● women's court

● women leader, traditionally called ‘Nana e Madhe’ (eng. ‘Grand Mother’), as well called ‘June’ or ‘Junona’ of ultimate authority and respect.

Observed characteristics:
● similar architectural characteristics to the coastal architecture

of the Ionian and Mediterranean Sea.

● grouped and with common inner courtyards

● position in interaction with the terrain morphology and

respecting each-others spaces, facades, possible free view

towards the sea.

● street facades and openings of the houses facing each-other

● each floor with clear division of function

● one-family houses consisting of ground floor and two other

floors, sometimes with only one upper floor.

● ground floor with separate entrance

● stairs outside into the first floor entrance

● windows are mostly facing the street and direction sea

● chimneys on the upper floors indicating the more intimate

living areas.

● each house has at least one water cistern, some have a

second one for the storage of olive oil

HOUSING CULTURE



Stoned frames on openings and stone consoles in the four corners of windows on the

upper floors. The two lower ones holding a wooden sill, the upper ones (with holes)

holding a wooden stick. According to the inhabitants of the Old City, the wooden sill

was used to dry the fish and through the rotation of the stick they lifted the food up to

the windows. Its function must be further explored.

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS

Reconstructinos: transformations and authenticity



In the upper part of the Old City (near the Citadel)

is a religious building which, according to

researches Ɖurdje Bošković, Pavle Mijović and

Mirko Kovačević, is written to have been initially a

church which then was transformed into a mosque.

Anyhow the genesis of the building is still not

determined due to missing of respective

archeological reports.

The mosque was built by the albanian noble family

Skurra, respectively by Haxhi Halil Skurra in 1693

for serving to the Muslim inhabitants of Old City. It

was functioning as city mosque up to mid-20th

century, when it was closed and transformed into a

museum space. During the restoration form mid-

20th century, the 17th century layer was demolished.

Front platform and roof od the mosque Mosque partially demolition platform Mosque platform demolished Today

Religious building

Old City Mosque

TRANSFORMATIONS

Undertaking of the Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments of Montenegro (in former Yugoslavia).



From the excavations of the ground undertaken for the

construction of the foundations of the hotel, old structures

dating back to at least medieval times were discovered. It

looks like the construction of the hotel did not just destroy

old medieval structures but it also was built very close to the

gunpowder depot dating back to the period of ottoman rule

(no. 179) and puts this structure also into risk. The new

hotel building has two underground floors and two other

floor above the plateau surface. It’s a massive construction

which represents an intrusion into the heart of a Protected

Cultural Heritage.

Southern platform – public space

TRANSFORMATIONS



Hidden treasures

Constructions with local limestone of

reddish ochre color

Stoned benches

POTENTIALS

Regeneration and revitalization of traditional architectural characteristics

Adequate valorizing of Architectural Heritage



● important part of our common European Heritage, it

preserves within and reminds us of our common past.

● a Living Heritage - an unique example of how natives

preserve their cultural traditions and inhabit their place

historically uninterruptedly, even though the city was at

some occasions prey of different wars and change of

administrations.

● a trading city where different cultures have historically

meet and negotiated, thus important part of antic and

medieval trading roads.

● rooted in a sustainable relationship between the

human and natural environment

● rich Immaterial Cultural Heritage, not valorized at all

and in great risk of eradication

● the lack of management and exercised control helps

conceal this heritages real values.

● risk of loss of collective memory, part of which the

maritime heritage of the city plays a great role. This

potential was ignored until now

● no proper heritage management programs and no

communication bridges with the inhabitants

● under risk because is experiencing economic

development in an environment where knowledge was not

transferred

● despite reconstructions due to tourism booming, culturally

the Old city experiences regression thus prevailing an

environment where economic development can easily offer

degradation.

Risks:Constitutes:

● preserve and promote the Old City in terms of competitive 

cultural tourism attracting tourists and investors based on its 

distinctive cultural identity. Extending the season. 

● re-appropriation and regeneration of Cultural Heritage values 

● involvement of the inhabitants in sustainable heritage 

management by participatory programs of education and 

awareness-raising

● immediate transfer of knowledge, publishing and sharing of 

research results and findings. 

● support from interdisciplinary scientific research

● understand the Heritage through developing the site’s 

individual character

● exercise control from respective institutions and monitoring as 

bound by law

● foster transnational cooperation and cross-border projects 

advancing the intercultural dialogue

● support and Create Capacity-building. Create human capital 

and investment in knowledge.

Needs:

REFLECTION



Ulqin – Ulcinj, Montenegro

September 30 – October 2, 2016

1. The old town Ulqin/Ulcinj – Kalaja is in peril due to the following:

a. Inappropriate development, including illegal construction that affects the authenticity of the

physical fabric, the urban morphology, the local architectural typologies, the historic economic

functions, the traditional materials, techniques and technologies, as well as the natural features of the

townscape elements of Kalaja;

b. Lack of planning, regulatory system enforcement and comprehensive management, including the

appropriate governance among different decisional levels and stakeholders;

c. Low participation levels of civil society and local stakeholders in the planning and decision-making

process;

d. Lack of appropriate tools and adequate policies at the local level, to guarantee both the

preservation of the historic qualities and the valorization of the landscape and natural values;

e. Lack of an integrated conservation approach;

f. Absence of good examples and an educational system for property owners, government officials

and developers, in order to recognize the long-term implications of inadequate construction.

2. State authorities of Montenegro, local authorities of Ulqin/Ulcinj, owners of buildings in the old town,

and the residents of Ulqin/Ulcinj share responsibilities for the condition of old town Ulqin/Ulcinj, Kalaja,

and should establish a dialogue to address its appropriate conservation.

DECLARE:

WE INVITE:

All to urgently undertake the preparation of a Plan of Action, which will define a set of

coordinated measures to immediately stop devastating damages to the historic town, and to

prevent any further incoherent changes to the historic assets, suggesting the following priorities:

a. Survey the state of conservation of the walled town and other traditional monuments in the

historic urban landscape based on previously published surveys;

b. Remove illegal snoitidda ro noitcurtsnoc that impoverish the visual, functional and structural

integrity of Kalaja, also reducing its overall economic development potential;

c. Identify relevant stakeholders for the sustainable management of Kalaja, considering their

needs, demands and their readiness to contribute;

d. Prepare and enforce a conservation masterplan for Kalaja and the historic urban landscape of

Ulcinj;

e. Prepare and activate efficient mechanisms for monitoring and control;

f. Organize capacity-building initiatives at the local level through training of local authorities,

professionals, craftsmen, property developers and property srenwo;

g. Create opportunities to share good practice examples, so that local authorities, professionals,

craftsmen, property developers and property owners may learn from well-conserved historic

centers in nearby regions;

h. Raise awareness on the significance of Kalaja, on the risk of its loss and the need of shared

responsibilities among all levels of society, also through a set of activities in public space;

i. Design and implement strategies for the valorization of traditional crafts, rituals and folk-

performing arts, adopting the old town as a privileged scenario;

j. Plan the heritage-focused cultural/creative tourism based on the tourism capacity of Kalaja;

k. Develop projects based on regional and international cooperation, including EU and other

funds provided for such cooperation.

l. Promote innovative approaches and tools such as crowdfunding that can stimulate a pro-active

role for community networks.

m. Publish guiding principles with illustrations for any new alterations to existing historic

structures and for any new construction.

3. The Albanian-American Culture Foundation and the experts cooperating with it commit

themselves to work together with the authorities and the local stakeholders to improve the

integrated conservation of cultural and natural heritage in the old town of Ulqin-Ulcinj, Kalaja and

in its broader urban context.

ALBANIAN AMERICAL CULTURAL FOUNDATION - AACF
- Celebrating the European Heritage DaysOrganization of the first international symposium for the Old City of Ulqin

FIRST UNDERTAKING

Sustainable Conservation of the Historic Fortress “Kalaja”



Public final presentation on European Heritage Days

Coordinators:

Ao.Univ. Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Dr. Caroline JÄGER-KLEIN: PRESIDENT ICOMOS AUSTRIA

Arch. Gjejlane HOXHA: ICCROM

Old City Ulqin as case study of master level study program, Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning, 

Vienna University of Technology (TUWIEN)

Study module Cultural Spaces, Summer Semester 2017 (lectures in TUWIEN)

Workshop 1 (two weeks), site visit, research, building surveys – in Old City Ulqin, April 2017

Workshop 2 (two weeks), design studio, adaptive reuse design – in Old City Ulqin, September 2017

More than 30 international students participants; more than 10 teaching staff participants.

Results: 5 Master Thesis, adaptive reuse design projects, research papers, building survey analysis, project 

proposals, Pecha-Kucha presentations, etc.

Museum Ulqin University of Business 

and Technology

(Prishtina)

Faculty of Architecture 

and Urbanism

Polytechnic University 

of Tirana

Dardania College 

(Prishtina) 

SECOND UNDERTAKING

In international collaboration with:

Institute:

Other involved institutions:

The work will be presented in a publication coming in 2018.



Master Thesis: Revitalization of the Museum Complex Author: Dipl. Ing. Roberta Baxho



Project: Re-launching public space

Student: Barbora Keherova

STUDENTS DESIGN PROJECTS

Issue:



Project: New (E)Motion Square

Students: Jelena Novak & Sonia Sobczak

Issue:



Project: Molo relaoded

Students: Marija Nakeva & Ngadhnjim Gjoshi

Issue:



Project: Lift me up

Student: Ivan Vratnica

Issue:



Project: Artificial

Students: Victoria Weinberger & Franziska Brabant

Issue:



Thank You for your attention !

For further questions contact:

lirjetaavdiu.arch@gmail.com
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